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An Input-Output Analysis of 
Oklahorna's Economy 

Charles H. Little and Gerald Doeksen* 

Oklahoma has a wide \ ariety of economic actiYi ty. These activities 
range from individually operated farms to the large industrial and 
service firms located ncar the metropolitan centers of Tulsa and Okla
homa City. Efforts to understand the complex economic system arc 
being made by leaders in agriculture, business and government, who 
desire to know how various development programs will affect the econ
omy of the state. State agricultural leaders want to know how a proposed 
farm program will affect the income of fanners, business leaders are 
concerned how a new industry will affect the business activity in their 
community, and governmental leaders desire to know what effect high
way construction will have on the economy. To evaluate public programs 
for economic development, measures are needed ol all the effects of an 
induced change in the economy. An analysis of the economic structure 
or economic base of a region can provide the means for measuring the 
effects. An input-output analysis is one type of economic base study. 

Need for the Study 
In order to measure the total effect that a change will ha\·e on the 

entire economy it is necessary to examine both direct and indirect effects. 
The direct effect of a proposed change is relatively simple to ascertain, 
but indirect effects are not as easily measured. For example, if a new 
plant is located in a community the initial effect on employment will 
he the number of men the new plant will employ. The indirect effects 
created by the location of the new plant are the increased employment 
opportunities resulting in other businesses in the region. These indirect 
effects arise as the new plant and its employees demand additional goods 
and services. Industries supphing this demand in tum will increase their 
demand for goods ;md sen ices from other industries. These industries 
will have to hire more men. The reverberations \\"ill continue until the 
economy adjusts completely to the initial change. "\II repercussions of 
the new plam on emplopnent and income are included in the total 
effect. 

One analytical deyicc Lhed to measure the total effect of an induced 
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6 Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station 

change in the economY i~ the input-output mocleP A model 'ras con
structed for the Oklahoma economy to measure the total effect of a 
change in the sectors included in the model. Each sector consists of a 
group of similar-type inclmtrie5. \'arious predictive indicators can be com
puted from the input-output analysis. These are the output, income. and 
employment multiplier-,. The output multipliers, for example, indicate 
how much output is expected to change throughout the economy as a re
sult of a one unit change in a sector. Once these indicators are known, 
they can be used to evaluate the interrelationship among the \·anous 
sectors of the economY of Oklahoma. 

Objectives of the Study 
The general objectiYe of this study "·as to measure the interrelation

ship of the sectors of the economy of Oklahoma. Emphasis was focused 
on the main economic acti\ ities found in the state. Another objective 
was to derive a method to measure leakage from a state economv using 
the input-output analYsis. :\Inre specifically, the objectives of the study 
were: 

I. To formulate an input-output model to study the interrelation
ships of the economY: 

2. To measure the direct aml indirect effect of changes in economic 
activities: 

3. To illustrate hem· changes in final demand ·will effect output, em
ployment, and income: 

4. To compute output, income, and employment multiplier-;: 
5. To measure the amount of leakage associated with each multi

plier; 
6. To illustrate hm1· the input-output model can be used as a pre

dictive deYice. 
The empirical resulb are intended to illustrate the structure of the 

state's economy so that leader-; in agriculture, business, and government 
can evaluate various propo,ed economic development programs. 

Oklahoma Model 
The data used in the stmh ,\·ere for the year 1959, primarih· be

cause secondary clata for this vear "·ere the most complete of all avail
able data. Secondary data "·ere used because of the prohibitive time and 
cost necessary for the collection of primary data. \\'hen state data were 
not available in the nece'>san form, data from the national input-output 

1For a description of the input-output model see, Gerald A. Doeksen and Charles 
H. Little, "Basic Input-Output Theory," Okla. Agri. Exp. Sta. Processed Series P-577 
(Stillwater, 1967). 
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model were adjusted where necessar> in light of rele,-ant information 
on the economy of OklahonLt. 

The indw,tries in the economy had to be aggregated into a workable 
number of sectors. Also the amount of a\·ai!able tbta \\'a'> often restricted 
to groups of industries or activities as clas-,ilied b; the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics. It 11·as necessary to decide which groups of industries reported 
according to this classification should he included in the moclel. 

A.gricultural activitie'i were divided into t\\·o -,ectm·-,: the crop and the 
livestock and ]iyestock products sectors. Thi-, di1 ision allm1·ed the two 
main ~1gricultural enterprises in the slate. \\·heat and cattle, to be studied 
separately. 

Because of the large amount of agricultural products being processed 
in Oklahoma, a separate scctm· 11·as included lor the agricultural process
ing firms. The remaining indu:->lrial finm 11·ere aggregated into the manu
facturing sector. The sen·icc-t;vpe actiYitics of the economy 1rere aggre
gated into fiye sectors: transportation, communication and public utili
tics: real estate, finance and insurance: 11·hole.-.alc and retail trade; and 
seryice .. -\!so ;,incc the mining of crude oil pLn, an important role in 
the economy of Oklahoma, a separate '>ector ior mining activity was 
included. The-,e arc the pmcessing or endogenous sc:ctors of the model. 

ScYen exogenous or final demand sector-, 11-ere considered. Construc
tion actiYities were divided into ne11· con-;truction and maintenance con
struction. Also the government actiYitics 11·ere ,p!it into two sectors: 
federal. and -.tate and local. The other exogenouo, sectors 11·ere house
holds. imports and exports. ,~, complete li:.t ing oi the endogenous and 
exogenous sectors is given belcm·: 

Endogenous Sectors 

Livestock and Livestock Products. 
Crops 
Agricultural Processing 
Manufacturing 
Transportation, Communications und 

Public Utilities 
Real Estate, Finance and Insurance 
Services 
Wholesale and Retail 
Mining 

The Inter-Industry Flow 'fable 

Exogenous Sectors 

Maintenance Construction 
New Construction 
Federal Government 
State and Local Governments 
Households 
Exports 
Imports 

The inter-industry flow of goods and o,en·ite (Table I) provides the 
base ior analysis of the input-output model. This table presents the dis
persion of each sector's output among the purchasing and bnal demand 
sector.,. Each row entry represents the dollar amount of goods or services 
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sold by the producing sector to the purchasing sector represented by each 
column. Reading across the firo,t row of Table I, for example, the live
stock and livestock products sector sold 83.5 million dollars of goods to 
farmers within that sector, 117.9 million dollars of goods to the agricul
tural processing firms, 0.5 million dollars of goods to the manufacturing 
firms, 3.4 million dollars of goods to the real estate, finance and insurance 
sector. 0.4 million dollars to the service sector, 0.1 million dollars to the 
state and local gowrnments, 17.0 million dollars to households ami 16RA 
million dollars of goods "·ere exported from the state. The agricultural 
processing sector purchased large quantities of raw materials [rom the 

livestock producer, which were mainly slaughter animals, milk products, 
and eggs. Purchases of hides accounted for the major portion of the sales 
of livestock products to the manufacturing -,ector. The real estate, finance 
and insurance sector purchased a small amount of miscellaneous live
stock products. The purchases by the sen·ice sector were small and were 
used mainly for recreational purposes. A small amount was purchased 

Table I. Inter-Industry Flows of G1 

Lvsk. & Trans., Real Est. 
Lvsk. Agric. Comm. & Fin. & 

Products Crops Proc. Manf. Pub. Ut. Ins. Service 

Thousand Dollars 

Livestock and Livestock 83,539 117,923 520 3,372 433 
Products 
Crops 101,108 18,011 64,790 10,319 340 5,269 866 
Agricultural Processing 31,427 68,076 2,213 913 193 19,030 
Manufacturing 6,287 38,982 34,377 377,952 42,875 31,470 150,717 
Transportation, Communi- 14,261 11,476 19,840 110,309 69,265 8,252 66,879 
cation and Public Utilities 
Real Estate, Finance 3,705 9,856 3,473 29,340 9,694 31,260 11,223 
and Insurance 

Services 2,620 8,691 17,995 64,037 26,297 14,102 74,412 
Wholesale and Retail 14,747 20,897 17,409 180,438 17,613 12,643 28,688 
Mining 101 1,382 374 474,545 18,066 632 433 
Construction 

Main1enance 1,650 2,659 1,205 2,805 25,614 7,824 957 
New 3,739 6,024 2,011 27,015 34,955 21,284 2,f.t'r:. 

Government 
Federal 837 2,161 10,308 37,510 91,757 31,392 8 
State and Local 12,372 16,286 7,426 40,698 35,925 4,965 3,. 

Households 
Wages and Salaries 11,047 26,953 66,000 330,000 242,000 102,000 230 
Proprietor I ncame 94,031 147,968 10,000 35,000 29,000 48,000 157,1Jvv 
Rent Income 3,458 20,642 1,602 17,884 14,439 13,946 36,903 

Imports 6,336 18,090 24,283 177,955 21,247 14,668 74,407 

Total 391,265 350,078 467,092 1,918,540 680,000 351,272 865,890 
----·---
;1 Dash indicates zero or negligible guantity. 
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by state and local governments. The value o{ goods and services pur
chased by households equaled 17 million dollars. Included in this figure 
was the amount used by the producer himself and the amount purchased 
for final consumption directly from the farmer by the households. The 
entry in the export column indicated that Oklahoma produces more 
li\estock and livestock products than were consumed in the state. The 
major share of these exports was cattle and calves, which make up the 
bulk of the livestock sector. Entries in the table for the remaining sectors 
<an be interpreted similarly. 

The entries in each column of Table 1 represent the input structure 
of each purchasing or consuming sector. As an illustration, consider 
column three. The agricultural processing sector purchased 182.7 million 
dollars of goods from the basic agricultural sectors, which includes the 
crop and the livestock and livestock products sectors. Of this amount, 
117.9 million tlollars "·a:, for livestock products, while ()1.11 million dollars 
was purchased from the cmp sector. Tbe main items purchased from the 

a. Services, Oklahoma Economy, 1959 

Wholesale Government 
and Construction State & 

Retail Mining Maintn. New l'ederal Local Household Export Total 
-----------------~-------"-- -·---

Thou,,and Dollars 

109 16,979 168,390 391,265 

1,818 2,885 32,360 21,763 90,549 350,078 
5,724 192 5,663 2,952 330,709 467,092 

89,908 87,138 70,289 183,465 177,051 43,884 584,145 1,918,540 
43,410 36,921 7,840 25,257 55,974 23,335 183,084 3,897 680,000 

20,097 15,281 1,132 5,317 212 16,335 154,959 39,388 351,272 

92,420 85,346 3,205 38,149 36,499 22,663 379,454 865,890 
34,956 42,967 31,915 60,582 84,749 21,006 567,690 1,136,300 

114 51,234 3,027 7,628 5,293 1,909 2,315 293,577 860,630 

2,630 6,518 64 3,322 33,634 127,999 216,881 
'55 29,109 8,139 82,395 365,542 589,973 

72 14,706 2,600 7,072 6,135 5,213 560,349 809,867 
. 402 42,296 2,922 7,943 91,950 251,536 542,008 

JOO 266,000 42,739 116,261 :353,000 258,000 7,000 2,521,000 
203,000 21,000 17,203 46,797 15,955 829,954 

64,202 120,000 809 2,567 3,000 12,398 189,150 501,000 
44,692 42,114 33,202 85,788 84,655 21,389 318,590 967,416 

1 '136,300 860,630 216,883 589,972 953,002 545,222 4,077,219 595,801 
- ---------- -------------~----------··---· 
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livestock sector "·ere ~laughter animals, whereas the crop sector sold 
mostly wheal and other graim to the agricultural processing sector. The 
agricultural proces~ing industries purchased G8.l million dollars >mrth 
of goods and sen·ices from other industries within the sector. ~lost of 
the 34.'1 million llollar:, ~pem for manufactured products was for pack
aging materials needed in the oper<~tion of the processing industries. The 
processing sector spent l l).S million dollars for transport~ttion, communi
cation, and public utilities. "·hereas their expenses for services from the 
real estate, finance and insurance sector totaled 3.5 million dollar.s. The 
purchases from the other endogenous sectors were: seryice sector, 18.0 
million; retail and ,1·holesale. l /. ~ million: and mining, (U million 
dollars. The agricultural processing sector spent 3.2 million dollars on 
new and maintenance construction. It also paid 17.7 million dollars in 
taxes. 'Vorkers receiYell Gti.O million dollars in wages and salaries, while 
the amount of proprietor income and rent paid by the agricultural 
processing sector totaled l 0.0 million dollars and 1.6 million dollars 
re;pectively . .\Iaterials imported Jrom outside the :,tate totaled 24.:1 mil
lion dollars. These imports consist mostly of manufactured products. 
The remaining columm can he interpreted ,imilarly. 

Of special interest in Table 1 i-; the export column and the import 
row. It is obYious that Oklahoma is a large exporter of agricultural and 
mining products. These figures were computed by determining the total 
demand of each sector and the ztmount of the product used for final 
consumption 'l'ithin the state. The amount produced ab(we these cle
mamls was the amount exported. Computed in this ·wav, this figure is 
the amount of net exports. The amount imported was also a net figure. 
The excess of demands aboYe that which was produced within the state 
was imported. The amount imported by each sector was determined 
by assuming its share of the total imports was equal to the proportion 
it used of the total demand in the state. Therefore, each sector had an 
import entry, which consisted mainly of manufactured products. In fact, 
92 percent of the net imports in Oklahoma were manufactured products. 

Technical Coefficients 
The technical coefficient'i in Table II o,how the direct purchases 

of each sector from eYCrY other sector per dollar of output. The technical 
coefficients are rcleYant only for the processing sectors; therefore, tech
nical coefficients are not computed for the final demand sectors. By 
considering a particular column, say column four, the technical coeffi
cients can be interpreted as follows. II the manufacturing ,,ector increases 
its output by one dollar. its purchases from the agricdtural sectors will 
change very little. Howeyer, purchases among manufacturing industries 



!_~~~-!1. T~ch~i~~l C:_()ef!~ci~f_lts~ ~k!~h~~CI_!co_f_lom_y, !?5?_ 

Liveslock and Livestock 
Products 

Crops 
Agricutural Processing 
Manufacturing 
T ransportotion, Ccmrnunicution, 

and Public Utilities 
Real Estate, Finance 

and Insurance 
Servic-es 
Wholesale and RetCJil 
Mining 
Construction 

Maintenance 
New 

Government 
Federal 
State and local 

Households 
Wages and Salaries 
Proprietor Income 
Rent Income 

Total 
Imports 

Total 

Lvsk. & 
Lvsk. 

Products 

.21351 

.25841 

.08032 

.01607 

.03645 

.00947 

.00670 

.03769 

. 00026 

.00422 

.00956 

.00214 

.03162 

.02823 

.24033 

.00883 

.27739 

.01619 

1.00000 

Agric. 
Real Est., 

Fin. & 
Whole
sale & 

Pr~~- Manf. 

Trans., 
Comm. & 
Pub. Ut. Retail Mining 

~-----~-- -------- --------------------------~-------------- ______________ Ins. Service 

.00000 

.05145 

.00000 

.11135 

.03278 

.02815 

.02483 

.05969 

.00395 

.00760 

.01721 

.00617 

.04652 

.07699 

.42267 

.05996 

.55862 

.05168 

1.00000 

.25246 

.13871 

.14574 

.07360 

.04247 

.00744 

.03852 

.03727 

.00080 

.00258 

.00431 

.00207 

.01590 

.14130 

.02141 

.00343 

.16614 

.05199 

1.00000 

.00027 

.00538 

.00115 

.19700 

.05750 

.01529 

.03338 

.09405 

.24735 

.00146 

.01408 

.01955 

.02121 

.17201 

.01824 

.00932 

.19957 

.09276 

1.00000 

.00000 

.00050 

.00134 

.06305 

.10186 

.01426 

.03867 

.02590 

.02657 

.03767 

.05140 

.13493 

.05283 

.35588 

.04265 

.02124 

.41977 

.03125 

1.00000 

.00960 

.01500 

.00055 

.08900 

.02349 

.08959 

.04015 

.03599 

.00180 

.02227 

.06059 

.08937 

.01413 

.29037 

.13665 

.03970 

.46672 

.04175 

1.00000 

.00050 

.00100 

.02198 

.17416 

.07724 

.01296 

.03594 

.03313 

.00050 

.00111 

.00301 

.00930 

.00379 

.26562 

.18130 

.04262 

.48954 

.08594 

1.00000 

.00000 

.00160 

.00504 

.07912 

.03820 

.01769 
.08134 
.03076 
.00010 

.00232 

.00630 

.02796 

.02147 

.40922 

.18305 

.05650 

.64877 

.03933 

1.00000 

.00000 

.00000 

.00000 

.10125 

.04290 

.01776 

.09916 

.04992 

.05953 

.00757 

.03382 

.01709 

.04914 

.30910 

.02440 

.13943 

.47293 

.04893 

1.00000 

::J 
"0 
c -' 0 
c 
-u 
c .... 
)> 
::J 
Q 

"'< 
<A 

"' 
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within the sector will increase lw 20 cents. To meet this new output, the 
manufacturing sector will buy 6 cents worth of goods and services from 
the transportation, communication and public utility sector; 2 cents 
worth of services from the real estate, finance and insurance sector; 3 
cents worth of services from the senice sector; 9 cents worth of sen·ices 
from the retail ancl wholesale sector; and 2.1 cents worth of goocl~ and 
services from the mini11g sector. .\s expected the manufacturing sector 
bas a large direct effect with the mining sector, because a large part of 
the manufacturing in the state consists of processing raw products from 
the mining sector. The one dollar increase in output of the manufactur
ing sector will cause the exogenous sectors to change as follows: 2 cents 
will be spent on construction (new and maintenance) , 4 cents will be 
paid to government (federal, state, and local), 17 cents will he paid 
for wages and salaries, 3 cents will be paid for rent and proprietor in
come, and 9 cents will be paid for imports. 

The technical coefficients arc assumed constant over time, thereby 
assuming no change in technologv. lf forecasts are desired, new flow 
tables will have to be constructe<! regularly or present tables will have 
to he adjusted to account for technological changes. An up-to-date tech
nical coefficient table can he used to analyze the direct effects of changes 
in each sector of the economy. 

Interdependence Coefficients 

The interdependence coefficients in Table III indicate the total 
change in input requirements as a result of a one dollar change in final 
demand in a sector. The total change includes the direct effect as well 
as all indirect effects resulting from the initial one dollar change. For 
illustration purpose'>, consider a one dollar change in demand for prod
ucts of the liyestock sector. Column I of Table II shows that this would 
directly change intra-industry transactions by 21 cents. However, as the 
livestock industry changes its o"·n output, the amount of purchases from 
the other sectors will also change. As the amount of purchases from other 
sectors change, each sector will change its output to meet the new de
mand. These sectors in turn will change their purchases from every 
other sector, including the li,estock sector. This secondary change on 
the livestock sector is referred to as the indirect effect. The interdepend
ence coefficients in Table III indicate the combined direct and indirect 
effects. By substracting the technical coefficients (Table II) from the 
interdependence coefficients, the indirect effect is obtained. 

An analysis of a change in a sector can be obtained by examining 
the appropriate columns in the last two tables. For example, a listing 
of the coefficients for the liYestock sector is presented in Table IV. From 



Table Ill. Interdependence Coefficients, Oklahoma Economy, 1959 

Livestock and Livestock 
Products 

Crops 

Agricultural Processing 

Manufacturing 

Transportation, Communication 
and Public Utilities 

Real Estate, Finance, 
and Insurance 

Services 

Wholesale and Retail 

Mining 

Output Multipliers 

Lvsk. & 
Lvsk. 

Products 

1.31225 

.37735 

.12553 

.12589 

.09202 

.03324 

.04799 

.09859 

.03786 

2.25074 

Crops 

.00137 

1.05689 

.00243 

.18375 

.06268 

.04038 

.05398 

.09090 

.05466 

1.54703 

Agric. 
Proc. 

.38915 

.28510 

1.21069 

.20920 

.11317 

.03267 

.09185 

.11005 

.06068 

2.50257 

Manf. 

.00292 

.01033 

.00604 

1.34527 

.12106 

.03649 

.10927 

.15825 

.35743 

2.14707 

------- ------~-----------~------~~-~--- ---~------

Trans., 
Comm. & 
Pub. Ut. 

.00167 

.00284 

.00406 

.11909 

1.13266 

.02298 

.06474 

.04855 

.06342 

1.46001 

Real Est., 
Fin. & 

Ins. 

.01506 

.02336 

.00455 

.15737 

.05143 

1.10587 

.06807 

.06456 

.04511 

1.53547 

Service 

.01112 

.01096 

.03109 

.27903 

.12480 

.02640 

1.12755 

.07623 

.07764 

1.76481 

Whole
sale & 
Retail 

.00354 

.00553 

.00965 

.14221 

.06664 

.02652 

.10792 

1.05487 

.03954 

1.45641 

Mining 

.00203 

.00313 

00471 

.19020 

.08237 

.03005 

.14061 

.08450 

1.11581 

1.65342 

::J 
"0 
s. 
b 
c -o 
c -
l> 
::J 
0 

'< 
"' "' 

w 
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Table IV. Effects of One Dollar 

Increase in Output in Livestock Sector 

Total Direct 
Effect Effect 

----
Livestock Products 1.31 1.21 

.38 .26 
Agricultural Products .13 .08 
Manufacturing .13 .02 
Transportation, Communication & Public Utilities .09 .04 

Real Estate, Finance and Insurance .03 .01 
Services .05 .01 
Wholesale and Retail .10 .04 

Mining .04 .00 
-·---· 

Indirect 
Effect 

.10 

.12 

.05 

.11 

.05 

.02 

.04 

.06 

.04 

the table, it is obvious that the basic agricultural ~ectors have the largest 
direct and indirect effects as a result of the initial increase. The change 
in demand for liYestock products ·will cause farmers to change their re
quirements for breeding animals and feeder animals, thus causing the 
large direct and indirect change in that sector .. -\change in feed require
ments as a result of the change in the liYestock sector accounts for the 
direct and indirect effects of the crop sector. The manufacturing sector 
has the largest indirect effect of the non-agricultural sectors. The re
maining non-agricultural sectors h:l\e small indirect effects as a result 
of the small interaction between the~e sectors and the liYestock sector. 
A table indicating the direct, indirect, and total effects could be con
structed for each sector. 

The inLenlepemlence coefficient table i.-, 'cry useful for those work
ing with the adjustment problem. From this table, the effects of a change 
1n the economy can be cleterminetl. Forecasts can be macle of the effect 
of the change on output, income and employment in Oklahoma. 

Empirical Predictive Devices 
Input-output multipliers are used to determine what effect a change 

in demand for goods and sen·ices from " particular sector will have on 
total output, employment and income. The output multiplier indicates 
how the production of each sector will change as output is changed in 
any one of the sectors. If employment is changed in a sector, the employ
ment multiplier indicates how this change will affect employment in the 
rest of the economy. Similarly, the income multiplier measures the effect 
a change in income in a sector 11·ill b:J.Ye on the rest of the economy. 
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Output Multipliers 
Output multipliers measure the amount of output generated by a 

one dollar change in final demand for products of a particular sector. 
They are computed direct I y from the in tenlepcndence coefficients (Table 
III) by adding down the column for each sector to obtain the output 
multiplier of that purchasing sector. For example, from Table Ill, by 
adding clown the column for the livestock and livestock prmlucts sector, 
the output multiplier for this sector is ~.~Fi. This indicates that a one 
dollar change in final demand for livestock and livestock products will 
cause a change in total output of S~.~5. Of this total, .) 1.31 is generated 
by interaction among indu.,tries within the livestock sector and $.:)8 
by interaction with indl!',tries in tlte crop sector. These two fii(ures ac
count for a major part of the multiplier. 

The output multipliers computed from Table Ill for each secLor 
are listed in column ( l) of Table V. The agricultural processing sector 
has the largest multiplier. lf dernand for products in this sector chan?;es 
by one dollar, there will be a change in output of .~250. The ~ize of 
the multiplier indicates the large interaction of this sector with the other 
sectors, especially the t,,·o basic agricultural sectors. From Table III, it 
is seen that a one dollar change in output for agricultural processing 
products requires a change of S.:l~) from the livestock amJ liYeStock prod
UCtS sector and $.29 from the crop sector. Abo, a rather large amount 
is purchased from the manufacturing sector, which is mainly packaging 

Table V. Output Multipliers and 
Leakage in the Oklahoma Model 

-----~-----~----------~-- ---- -- -------·---

livestock and livestock Products 

Cnnps 

Agricultural Processing 

Manufacturing 

Transportation, Communication & Public Utilities 

Real Estate, Finance and Insurance 

Services 

Retail and Wholesale 

Mining 

Economy Multipliers 

Output 
Multiplier 

(1) 

2.25 

1.55 

2.50 

2.15 

1.46 

1.54 

1.76 

1.46 

1.65 

1.81 

Output Multiplier: 
No Import 

Assumption 
(2) 

2.44 

1.77 

2.83 

2.57 

1.61 

1.74 

2.12 

1.64 

1.89 

2.07 

Output 
Multiplier 
Leakage 

(3) 

.19 

.22 

.33 

.42 

.15 

.20 

.36 

.18 

.24 

.26 
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materials. The initial change in the agricultural processing sectors causes 

an S.ll change in the activities of the transportation, communication, 

and public utili ties sector, principally heca use of the movement of the 

ra"· materials to the processing plant and then the movement of finished 

products from the plant to the retailer or "·holesaler. The change in the 

wholesale and retail sector is $.11 per dollar change in output of the 

agricultural processing setcor. Results of the initial change are relatively 

small in the remaining three sectors. 

The third largest output multiplier as seen from Table V is that of 
the manufacturing sector. A look at Table I II indicates that the manu

facturing sector has a large amount of interaction with industries within 

the manufacturing sector and with industries in the mining sector. The 

total effect is .$1.35 from industries within the manufacturing sector, 

ancl .).36 from industries within the mining sector. Direct an<1 indirect 

effects of a dollar change in demand for manufactured products on trans

portation, communication and public utilitY; service; and wholesale and 

retail sectors are S.l2, S.lO, and S.Hi respectiYely. The remaining sectors 

arc influenced Ycry little by the increase in demand of manufacturet1 
products. 

The output multipliers o[ the crop and mining sectors look some

what small. However, the interdependence of these sectors with industries 

wi thi11 the other sectors is small. There has been under-utilization of 
resources in agriculture in the past and thi-; is reflected in the inter

dependence coefficients. \\'ith an increase in demand for agricultural 

products, many resources were used more intensively and the new output 

requirements were met with little additional increase in the demand 

for these inputs. This explains "·hy the interdependence between the 

crop sector and the other sectors is small. Also, for the same reason an 

increase in demand for mining products will not affect the other sectors 
to a larg-e extent. The figures in Table Ill indicate that onh three sectors 

will change by a sizeable amount if the demand for mining output is in

creased by one dollar. These are the manufacturing, service, and mining 

setcors, which will increase their actiYitics by S.l9, $.JJ, and .~.12 re

spectively. 
The output multipliers of the other sectors are small. These sectors 

are similar in nature and could be called sen ice-type sectors as their 

activity depends on the activities of the primary sectors (manufacturing, 

mining, agricultural, and agricultural processing) and of the final de

mand sectors. Also these sectm s are rather Lt bor intensive and purchase 

less from the primary sectors, thus a smaller output multiplier would 

be expected. 
Assuming that final demand changes in all sector> simultaneously 

by one dollar, this change in demand "'Otdcl generate a change in output 
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of $16.32. Didding this total by the amount of the change in demand 
would indicate that eyery dollar change in demand would generate on 
the average a change in output of SU-\ I. This $1.81 is an average output 
multiplier of the endogenous sectors, and is referred to as the economy 
multiplier in Table V. 

An interesting result is obtained by assuming that the Oklahoma 
economy produces all of the products demanded by the producing and 
ii nal demand sectors. 1n other wonb, no goods and snvices are imported 
from outside the state. To compute the multiplier under this assumption. 
the amount of impons in the import row are distributed among the 
endogenous sectors in each column. The export column remains in the 
flow table; however, the figure for each sector is reduced by the amount 
of imports added to the sector. Again the column and row total are 
equal for the endogenous sectors. 

The sector multipliers computed under this a.-,sumption are listed 
in column (2) of Table V. Again a:-sume that final demand changes 
by one dollar in each sector. The total change in output generated 
throughout the economy would be $18.61. Dividing this by the total de
mand change will yield an economy output multiplier of $2.07. 

The difference between the multipliers in column (I) and (2) can 
be referred to as the leakage associ:1ted with the output multiplier effect. 
Leakage is defined as the net amount of the change in total output 
which is obtained outside the state as a result of the one dollar change 
in final demand in Oklahoma. The leakage effect for each sector is 
listed in column (3) oi Table V. The manufacturing sector has the 
largest amount of leakage . .'>ince most of the net imports for Oklahoma 
are manufactured products. The large amount of imports of manufac
tured products determines to a gre;tt extent the m;tgnitude of the re
maining leakage figures as all sectors demand large quantities of product\ 
from the manufacturing sector. This i.'> verified by the interdependence 
coefficients listed in the row of the manufacturing sector on Table Ill. 

In summary, the two economy multipliers imlicate that a one dollar 
increase in final demand in Oklahoma will generate $2.07 worth of nevv 
output. Of this increased output, $1.81 worth ol goods and services will 
he produced within Oklahoma. This leaves a net leak;1ge for the ecotWlll) 
of Oklahoma of .~.:!fi, that is, $.26 worth of goods ;mll \ervices are pro
duced outside the state due to an increase in final demand of one dollar 
in the state. 

Income Multipliers 

The income multiplier measures the total change in income through
out the economy resulting from a one dollar change in income in a 
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-;ector. The concept of the input-output income multiplier was developed 
by Hirsch.2 Computation procedure o[ the income multiplier is explain
ed in Appendix A. The income multipliers are listed in column (1) of 
Table VI. The agricultural processing, manufacturing and livestock 
sectors have by far the largest income multipliers. 

The income multipliers listed in column (2) are computed under 
the assumption that there are no imports in the Oklahoma economy. 
The difference bet ween these multipliers and those in column (I) is 
the net leakage associated with the income multiplier. The leakage effect 
is listed in column (3). Income leakage is defined as the net amount 
of the new income which is generated outside the state as a result of a 
one dollar increase in income in Oklahoma. In examining the column 
for leakage, the manufacturing and agricultural processing sectors have 
the largest amount of income leakage. 

The agricultural processing sector has the brge:,t income multiplier. 
This sector depends hen ily on raw materials [rom the basic agricultural 
sectors as well as packaging materials and equipment from the manufac
turing sector. The reliance on the manufacturing sector accounts for 
the high leakage figure since most of the imports in Oklahoma are man
ufactured products. The manufacturing sector has the second largest 
income multiplier and the largest amount of leakage. This is because 

'Warne' Z. Hirsch, "Interindustry Relations of a Metropolitan Area,"" The Review 
cf Economics and Statistics, XLI (NoYember, 1959), pp. 360-369. 

Table VI. Income Multipliers and 
Income Leakage in the Oklahoma Model 

Income 
Multiplier 

( 1) 

Livestock and Livestock Products 2.81 

Crops 1.40 

Agricultural Processin3 4.32 

Manufacturing 3.35 

Transportation, Communication & Public Utilities 1.44 

Real Estate, Finance and Insurance 1.46 

Services 1.58 

Wholesale and Retail 1.28 

Mining 1.57 

Economy Multipliers 2.13 
--------------------

Income Multiplier: 
No Import 

Assumption 
(2) 

3.02 

1.52 

4.92 

4.01 

1.56 

1.61 

1.80 

1.37 

1.72 

2.39 

Income 
Multiplier 
Leakage 

(3) 
·----

.21 

.12 

.60 

.66 

.12 

.15 

.22 

.09 

.15 

.26 
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most of the imports into the state are manufactured products used ])y 

the manufactured sector itself. The sector with the third largest income 
multiplier is the livestock ancl livestock products secLor. Leakage in thi-, 
sector is sma 11, because this sector requires on!} a fe"· imported products. 
The multiplier and leakage of the remaining sectors are somewhat 
similar. 

.\gain assuming that income is increa.sed by one clo!lat· in each 
sector simultaneously, the .S~l increase in income will generate .~19.21 in 
income throughout the economy. Dividing this by the change in income 
yields an income multiplier of $2.1:\ for the economy of Oklahoma. H 
the same procedure is used to calcuLtte an income multiplier for the 
economY under the assumption that Oklahoma produces all of the prod
ucts used in the state, a dollar incre;tse in income for each sector will 
yield S2l.5:l worth of income to the economy. The income multiplier 
for the economy computed as an average of the endogenous sectors is 
.\i,2.39. The two multipliers indicate that for each dollar increase in in
come to the economy . .'iii2.:1~ of ne11· income i' generated. Of this S~.'l9 

increase in income, $.2(i of it is generated outside the state of Oklahoma. 
The economy leakage figure is an average of the leakage effects for the 
endogenous .,ectors. 

Employment Multipliers 
The employment multiplier as computed from the input-output 

model is defined as the change in employment due to a one unit change 
in the labor force of a particular sector. The concept of the input-output 
employment multiplier w;1s developed by Peterson and i\foore.a. The 
computation procedure used to calculate the input-output employment 
multiplier is presentcxl in .'\ppendix B. The basic ;1ssumption in com
puting the employment multipliers of Oklahoma is that there is a linctr 
relationship between employment and output in a sector. The relation
ship does not strictly hold for sever;1l sectors as output has been incre;ls
ing 11hile the number employed h:1s been dccrea,ing. For example, in 
the more capital intensi\e sectors, such as the agricultural and manu
facturing sectors, new technology has replaced labor. So for these induo,
tries the estimated multipiliers mav be too high .. '\nother condition. 
particularly releYant in the basic agricultural sectors, is the presence 
of underemployed resources and unused capacity. Mainly because of this 
condition, employment multipliers [or the agricultural sectors were not 
computed. The linear assumption holds more nearly for the labor-inten
sive serYice sectors; therefore, the multipliers are more nearly correct. 

'"Frederick T. Moore and James \V. Peterson, "Regional Analysis: An Industry Model 
of Utah." The Review of Economics and Statistics, XXXVII (November, 1955). pp. 368-381. 
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Table VII. Employment Multipliers and 
Leakage in the Oklahoma Model 

Employment 
( 1) 

---
Livestock and livestock Products 

Crops 

Agricultural Processing 

Manufacturing 

Transportation, Communication & Public Utilities 

Finance~ Real Estate, and Insurance 

Services 

Wholesale and Retail 

Mining 

Economy Multipliers 

-* 
2.82 

2.93 

1.45 

1.55 

1.33 

1.32 

2.56 

2.00 

Employment 
Multiplier: 
No Import 

(2) 

3.35 
3.52 

1.62 
1.71 

1.44 

1.40 

2.94 

2.28 
---·- ----------- --·----

*Multipliers were not computed for sector. 

Employment 
Multiplier 

(3) 

.53 

.53 

.17 

.16 

.11 

.08 

.37 

.28 

Column (l) of Table VII shows the employment multipliers. Each 
multiplier indicates the change in employment generated throughout 
the Oklahoma economy by the one unit employment change in the sector 
specified. The manufacturing sector has the largest multiplier, because 
of the large amount of interaction of this sector 'vith the other sectors. 
Also the agricultural processing sector and the mining sector have rather 
large employment multipliers due also to a large amount of intenle
pendence with other sectors which have a high employment-output ratio. 

The employment multipliers listed in column (2) are computed 
under the assumptions that there are no imports in the Oklahoma econ
omy. These multipliers indicate the total amount of employment change 
per unit change in employment in Oklahoma. The U.ifference between 
these multipliers and those listed in column (l) is the amount of leakage 
associated with each emplovment multiplier. Employment leakage is de
fined as the net amount of the employment change taking place outside 
the state due to a one unit change in employment in Oklahoma. Employ
ment leakage figures [column 3] indicate that manufacturing has the 
largest leakage because of the large amount of manufacturing imports. 
The agricultural processing and mining sectors also have rather large 
leakage effects. The U.ependence ol the actiYity ot these sectors upon the 
activity of the manufacturing sector explains the magnitude of the leak
age effect. The economy multipliers indicate that a one unit change in 
employment in Oklahoma will change total employment by 2.28 units. 
Of the 2.2H unit change, units employment in Oklahoma will change 
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by 2.00 whereas employment in areas outside of Oklahoma will change 
by 0.21-l units. 

Output Requirement f,or 1964 and 1975 Demand 
The input-output model can be used to predict the change of output 

of each sector necessary to meet a change in final demand. The Okla· 
homa model was used to estimate output lor 1964 and 1975. The actual 
output for each sector is available for 1964, so the predictions can be 
tested against the actual clat<t. Also future employment needs for 1964 
and 1975 necessary to meet this new output were estimated. 

Final dem<tncl for the sectors in the Oklahom<t model were esti
mated for 1964 and 1975. Final demand consists of local and expon 
demand. Local demand is determined by economic activity in Oklahoma, 
whereas export demand is determined by economic activity elsewhere 
in the United States. 

To estimate the final demand for the basic agricultural sectors in 
the Oklahoma model for 1%"1 and 1975, the work clone by Rogers and 
Barton4 was usee!. Rogers and Barton used population estimates, income 
trends, and expected consumer taste to arrive at changes in future de
mand. Most of their emphasis in predicting final demand was placed 
on changes in population. Their estimated change in demand from 
1959 to 1975 for the United States was used to determine export demand. 
To arrive at the figures, it was assumed that the demand for agricultural 
exports from Oklahoma would be identical to the predicted change in 
United States demand for agricultural products. The export demand for 
the livestock sector computed from this assumption was expected to in
crease by 45 percent and the crop sector by 25 percent from 195Y to 
1975. Local demand was determined by adjusting the estimated demand 
for the United States, using population data. United States· population 
was expected to increase by 23 percent between 1959 and 1975 while 
Oklahoma's population was expected to increase 17 percent between 
1959 and 1976. The national expected change in demand for 1975 1\·as 
adjusted downward according to the population trend to arrive at the 
local demand. Local demand was expected to increase by 42.R percent 
m the livestock sector and 23.8 percent in the crop sector from I fl59 
to 1975. 

To obtain estimates for 1964, the annual percentage change was 
calculated for both export and local demand. These annual percents 
were then used to derive the amount of export and local demand for 
the crop and livestock sectors. Changes in final demand for the agri
cultural processing sector were estimated by taking the weighted average 

'Robert 0. Rogers and Glen T. Barton, Our Farm Production Potenticn 1967, United 
States Department of Agriculture, Information Bulletin 233, 1960. 
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of the expected changes in the crop and livestock sector, weighting 
according to the senor's output. Local demand in the agricultural proc
e.,sing sector 'Was expected to innea'e by 33 percent from 1959 to 1975 
and l 0 percent from 1959 to 1964. 

The change in demand for the non-agricultural sectors vvere esti
mated from income data. Local demand 1\'aS determined by assuming 
that demand for products from the non-agricultural sectors vrould in
cTea:,e at the same rate as personal income has been increasing in Okla
hom:t. Export dem:md was assumed to increase at the same rate as per
:,on;tl income has been increasing in the United States, Personal income 
has been increasing at an annual rate of 4.9 percent in Okl:1homa, com
pared to 5.5 percent in the United States. Thus, local demand in Okla
homa 11·as a'sumed to expand by 4.9 percent per year and export demand 
by 5.5 percent annually. 

From the estimated percent changes, the amount that local and 
export demand i.s expected to change from 1959 to 1%4 and from 1~159 

to I ~l75 can be computed. The-,e estimates are obtained by mulLiphing 
the percentage change in demand times the 1959 demand and adding the 
results to the 1959 demand. Table VIII shows the amount of local and 
export demand for l%1 and 1975. 

The output requirements for :1 sector neces;ary to meet the projected 
final demand was found by multipl;ing the sector of the total estimated 
fin:t! demand for each sector time:, the interdependence coefficient'i for 
each row. The output requirements for 1964 and 1~)75 are liqed in 
columns ( 1) and (2) of Table IX. 

A comparison of the prediction and the actual output for 1964 
can be made by comparing columns (I) and (3) of Table IX. The 
estimates are similar to the actual \:tlues. The difference is small as the 
estimated total output is 2.N percent greater than the actual output. Some 
of the variation can he caused by unexpected weather conditions, 11·hich 
cause the actual annual change:, to deviate from the estimated changes. 

By assuming that a linear relationship between employment and 
output holds for 1959, 1961, and 1975, an estimate of the change in 
employment can be computed. Of course, technology will change over 
time which would keep employment from expanding· according to the 
assumed linear relation. Therefore. the emplo;ment estimate for each 
sector in columns (l) and (5) of Table IX should be adjusted dm\'11-
ward to account for changing technology in each sector. The adjustment 
for technology will vary among sectors. It is expected that new technology 
will affect the primary and manufacturing sectors more than it will the 
sen·ice-type sectors. From columns (4) and (5) of Table IX, it can be 
seen that the sen ice and wholesale and retail sector:, have the largest 
demand for future employment. This is due to t\\'o reasons. First, cle-



Table VIII. Predicted Demand Requirements for 1964 and 1975 

Livestock and Livestock Products 

Crops 

Agricultural Processing 

Manufacturing 

Transportation, Communication, and Public Utilities 

Real Estate, Finance, and Insurance 

Service 

Wholesale and Retail 

Mining 

Local 
Demand 

----
1964 1975 1964 

Export 
De~ and 

1975 
----------------------------------

19,241 

62,113 

373,463 

1,455,387 

375,272 

226,005 

627,321 

972,746 

25,618 

24,402 

70,576 

454,272 

2,163,496 

605,164 

264,454 

932,978 

1 ,.563,647 

41,312 

(Thousands of Dollars) 

190,617 

97,521 

5,093 

51,480 

382,705 

24,165 

113,186 

8,694 

87,875 

654,970 

1964 
-------

209,858 

153,634 

373,463 

1,455,387 

380,365 

277,435 

627,321 

972,746 

408,410 

Total 
Demand 
--~--·-------

1975 
~---------

263,567 

183,762 

454,272 

2,168,496 

613,853 

452,329 

982,978 

1,563,649 

696,282 
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Table IX. Estimated Output and Employment for 1964 and 1975 

1959 

livestock and livestock Products 

Crops 

Agricultural Process 

Manufacturing 

Transportation, Communication an:J Public Utilities 

Real Estate, Finance and Insurance 

Service 

Wholesale and Retail 

Mining 

*Employment estimates were not computed for sector. 

Output Needed to Meet 
Estimated Demand 

1964 
{1) 

(000) 

441,241 

389,453 

521,299 

2,571,609 

869,557 

448,891 

1 '125,216 

1,451,371 

1,138,992 

1973 
(2) 
---.w~----

(000) 

561,510 

431,409 

650,776 

3,853,904 

1,353,275 

713,125 

1,747,557 

2,283,854 

1,797,458 

1964 

Output 
(3) 

(000) 

441,214 

524,604 

524,604 

2,472,921 

802,400 

470,704 

1,091,020 

1,477,190 

1,049,899 

Estimated Man-Years Employment 
Needed for New Demand 

1964 1975 
(4) (5) 

----

-* 

-* 

18,976 23,690 

117,931 176,736 

71,611 111,446 

37,088 58,919 

227,381 353,143 

210,806 331,721 

46,354 73,151 

1-.) 
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mane! is increasing rather rapidly in these sectors, and seconcl. these 
sectors are Ia bor in tensiYe. 

In using the input-output model to predict future output require

ments, it must be remembered that the assumption of fixed technical 

coefficients was used. Howeyer, technology is changing; therefore, some 

restriction must be placed on the length of the pre(lictions. Generally, 

short-run estimates are reliable, as shown when the 1964 output require

ments were predicted within 3.0 percent of the 1964 output. Howeyer, 

predictions made for a longer period of time should be carefullY analyzed 
before conclusions are drawn. 

Summary and Implications 
The general objective of the study was to examine the intenlepencl

ence of the structure of the economy of Oklahoma, using an input-output 

model. Secondary data were used to formulate the input-output model 

for Oklahoma. Economic activity within the state was classified into 

nine endogenous and seven exogenous sectors. The basic agricultural 

and mining sectors provide the raw materials for the agricultural process

ing and manufacturing sectors. The remaining producing sectors consist 

of sen ice-type industries whose output depends directly on the demands 
of the agricultural, mining and manufacturing sectors as well as the final 

demand sectors. 
The empirical results are reported in the flow table, technical co

efficient table and the interdependence coefficient table. The flow table 

is the foundation of the model, ;mel the other tables are computecl direct

ly from it. The flow table provides a double entry system of accounts, 
as sales and purchases of each sector are included in the table. 

The technical coefficients reveal the direct dependence of each 'ector 

on the other sectors. The livestock and livestock products sector has a 

large direct effect with activities within the basic agricultural sectors, 

and the crop sector has a relatiye]y large direct effect with the manu

facturing sector. Of the industrial sectors, the technical coefficients be

tween the agricultural processing and the basic agricultural sectors are 

large, while the manufacturing sector has a large direct effect with the 

mining sector. The technical coefficients also indicate that senice-type 

sectors depend to a large extent on the manufacturing sector. 

The interdependence coefficients measure the total effect of a 

change in demand for a sector, that is, both the direct and secondary 

changes. These coefficients indicate that economic actiYity in the lil·e

stock and livestock products sector is highly interdependent with the 

actiYity in the basic agricultural sectors, agricultural processing sector 

and manufacturing sector. Total activity in the crop sector is quite 
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hca\ily clepenclent on acti,·ity in the manufacturing sector. Of the in
dustrial sectors, the intcrclcpcndcnce coefficients between the agricultural 
proce~sing sector and the basic agricultural and manufacturing sectors 
arc large, while the manufacturing sector has a large total effect with 
industries within the manufacturing sector ancl with the mining setcor. 
The inten.lepemlence coefficients for the remaining sectors are large 
within the sector and with the manufacturing sector. 

Implications 

Implications from this input-output analysis are best seen hy ex
amining the various predictiYe devices, \rhich were derived from the 
technicZtl ancl interdependence coefficient LZtbles. These predictive clc
\ices included three multipliers-output, income, and employment. Also 
future output and employment needs were forecasted. The predictions 
arc greatly influenced by the present economic base of the state. As 
economic Ztctivity changes over time so will the forecasts. The technical 
cocfJicients of the model may ciJZtnge 0\er time due to advances in 
teclmologv. Since such changes were not ;1ccountecl for in the analysis, 
conditions cannot be preclictecl too far into the future. A~ more infonna
tion becomes available, it should be incorporated into the model, thereby 
provicliug better forecasts. 

Output multipliers mea~urc the change in output in the economy 
Zts a result of a one dollar change in output in a sector. The agricultural 
proce~sing sector output multiplier at 2.50 i-; the largest. Thus, a change 
in output in this sector would generate more output throughout the 
economy of Ok!Zthoma than an identical change in any other sector. The 
output multiplier of the livc-,tock and li\estock products sector of 2.:L"J 
is the second largest, while the output multiplier of the manufacturing 
sc:ctor at 2.15 ranks third. The output multiplier was also computed fur 
the economy of OklahomZt ancl equals 1.81. 

The agricultural processing sector also had the largest income multi
plier. The multiplier for the agricultural processing sector indicates that 
a one dollar increase in income in this sector would increase income by 
4.32 throughout the economy. The income multiplier for the manufac
turing sector at 3.35 is the second largest, while the li\CStock ancl live
stock products sector income multiplier at 2J\l ranks third. The income 
multiplier for the economy of Oklahoma is 2.13. 

Of the employment multipliers, the manufacturing sector had the 
largest multiplier of 2.9:). This indicates that for each man-year addition 
to employment in this sector, 2.93 <Jdditional man·years of labor will be 
hired throughout the economy. The employmelll multiplier for the agri
cultural processing sector at 2.82 is the second largest, while the employ-
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ment multiplier for the mining sector at 2.56 1anks third. The economy 
emplo;ment multiplier fm Oklahoma is 2.00. 

Output, income, and employment leakage effects were computed for 
each sector. Leakage in each case is the net amount of change created 
outside the state as the result of a one unit change in a sector in Okla
homa. Of the leakage effects associated with the output multipliers, the 
manufacturing sector had the largest leakage effect at 0.42. The leakage 
effect oi the output multiplier of the agricultural processing sector at 
0.3:l is the second largest. The greatest income multiplier leakage effects 
are also for the manufacturing sector anrl agricultural processing sector 
and are O.liti and O.bO respectiYely. These two sectors also han: the larg
est employment multiplier leakage effects. The employment multiplier 
leakage effect for the manufacturing senor is 0.58, while the agricultural 
processing sector has a leakage effect of 0.511. The large leakage in these 
two sectors is due to the large amount of imports of manufactured 
products. 

Multipliers and leakage effects reveal that an increase in final de
mand in the agricultural processing, live~tock and livestock products 
and manufacturing sectors would generate more economic activity 
throughout the Oklahoma economy than similar change~ in the other 
sectors. An expansion of economic activity in these sectors would en
courage the development of industries which use the resources fmmtl 
in the state. Expanding the economic acti\·ity in these sectors \\ould 
mean; (I) the livestock sector ·would demand more products from the 
crop sector produced in the st:1te, (2) the agricultural processing sector 
would demand more r;tw materials from the crop and liYestock sectors, 
and (:l) the manufacturing sector would process more raw m~tterial 

products from the mining sector. If inllustries were encouraged to de
velop which depended very little on resources found in the state, then 
the amount of leakage would be large and less economic :1ctivi ty would 
be generated within the state. 

Predict ions ror luture output req uircmen ts ·were made Im 196-l 
and 1975. The reliability of the model for predictive purposes was check
ed as the 191i4 estimates were comp;tred with the actual output. Over the 
iive-year period from 1959 to 1964, the model predicted within three 
percent of the actual total output. The number ol man-years employ
ment to produce the estimated 1961 and 1975 output was also predicted. 
From these prediction~ ot employment, it is seen that the wholes:1le and 
retail sector and ser\'ice sector are expected to hire the largest number 
of employees in EJ64 and 1975. This fact may be important to those 
who are respomible lor the training of future employees in the state\ 
educational institutions. The leaders of these institutions may desire to 
strengthen their educational pmgram and expand the educational Jacili-
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ties in the areas where the demand for future employment is the greatest. 

Appendix A 
Computation Procedure of the Income Multiplier 

The underlying basis of the income multiplier is that a certain 
amount of income is generated with each change in output. A direct 
and indirect effect clue to a change is distinguished in arriving at the 
income multiplier for each sector. 

The direct income effect in the amount of each dollar of output 
which goes to households in the form of income either as wages or 
salaries, proprietor's income or rent income. The direct effect presented 
in Column (1) of Appendix Table I is the total of the three household 
rows presented in Table 11. 

The retail and wholesale sector has the largest direct income effect 
;tt tHiS v.-hile the agricultural processing sector has the smallest direct 
effect at 0.17. The difference among the direct effects of the various 
sectors is largely the result of the nature of the sector. A labor intensiYe 
sector such as the retail and wholesale sector will spend more for wages 
and salaries than a capital intensi\e sector like the agricultural processing 
sector. 

Indirect and direct income effects are the total changes in income 
as a result of the one dollar change in output. This effect is measured 
hy considering how output in each sector changes as a result of an initial 
one dollar change in final demand and how the output change affects 
income. For example, from Table III, it can be seen that a dollar 
change in final demand for live:.tock products will change output in that 
sector by Sl.31. Households receive as income $0.28 of every dollar 
change in output, therefore, an initial change will cause household in
come to change by $0.36. The initial change in final demand for live
stock and livestock products of one dollar will cause a direct and in
direct output change of 5>0.38 in the crop sector. From the direct effect, 
S0.5ti of e\ery dollar change in output in the crop sector goes to house
holds. Thus household income changes by $0.21 as the result of the one 
dollar change in output of the livestock and liyestock products sector. 
Similarly, the change in income as a result of the one dollar change in 
output in the livestock and li\"Cstock products sector can be computed 
for the remaining sectors. The sum of these income changes will give 
the total amount of direct and indirect income generated as a result of 
the initial one dollar change in final demand for that sector. The same 
procedure is usee! for each sector to compute the amount of the direct 
and indirect effects, which are listed in Column (2) of Appendix Table 1. 
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The indirect income effect (Column 3) is obtained by subtracting 
the direct effect from the direct and indirect effect. The retail and 
wholesale sector has the lowest indirect elfect ancl the agriculLUral proc
essing sector has the highest indirect effect. The reason is that activity 
in the agricultural processing sector depends quite heavily on the other 
sectors in the economy. The activities of the agricultural processing sector 
depend largely on goods and services from the basic agricultural and 
manufacturing sectors. The livestock sector shows a large indirect effect 
mainly as a result of its dependence on the crop sector and on the agri
cultural processing sector for processed feed. 

Income multipliers are listed in column (l) of Table VI. They are 
computed by dividing the direct and indirect effect by the direct effect 
(Column 2 --:-- Column I) . Each multiplier indicates the total amount 
of income generated by the increase of one dollar of income in that sector. 

Appendix Table I. Direct and Indirect Effects 
Needed to Compute Income Multipliers 

Livestock and Livestock Products 

Crops 

Agricultural Processing 

Manufacturing 

Transportation, Communication and Public Utilities 

Direct 
Income 
Effect 

(1) 

.27739 

.55862 

.16614 

.19957 

.41977 

Real Estate, Finance, and Insurance .46672 

Services .48954 

Wholesale and Retail .64877 

Mining .47293 

Appendix B 

Direct and 
Indirect 

Income Effect 
(2) 

.78028 

.78426 

.71792 

.66911 

.60536 

.63365 

.77292 

.83030 

.74101 

Computation Procedure of Employment Multiplier 

Indirect 
Income 
Effect 

(3) 

.50289 

.22564 

.55178 

.46954 

.18609 

.21693 

.28338 

.18153 

.26808 

The input-output employment multiplier is again related to a change 
in output. The change in output creates a direct and indirect effect. The 
direct employment effect indicates the number of men employed per 
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vear per million dollars mJrth of output. These direct effects are listed 
in Column (1) of Appendix Table II. The direct employment effect 
of the agricultural processing sector indicates that 36.40 additional man
years of employment will be needed if final demand for that sector is 
increased by one million dollars. The service sector has the largest em
ployment per million dollars' worth of output. This is because this 
'>ector produces per . ..,onal sen·ices requiring large amounts of labor. 

The direct and indirect effects are computed by comidering the 
j epercussions on employment in all the sectors as a result of the initial 
change in final demand in a sector. For example, a one million dollar 
in(tease in final demand will increase the output \\ithin the agricultural 
processing sector by 1.21 million dollars. This output increase will re
quire 36.40 man-years of employment per million dollars increase in 
output. As a result of the initial increase in demand, the direct and in
direct effect of the manufacturing sector will increase output by 0.21 
million dollars. This sector requires 45.G man-years of employment per 
million dollars worth of output. The toLd direct and indirect effect is 
obtained by summing up the additional man-years of employment needed 
bv each sector as a result of the one million dollar increase in output 

Appendix Table II. Direct and Indirect Effects 
Needed to Compute Income Multipliers 

------- ----·------

·---- -· ----

Livestock and Livestock Products 

Crops 

Agricultural Processing 

Manufacturing 

Transportation, Cummunication & Public Utilities 

Finance, Real Estate and Insurance 

Services 

Wholesale and Retail 

Mining 

!:tirect 
Effects 

(1) 

36.402 

45.859 

82.353 

82.621 

202.078 

145.246 

40.697 

"Employment multiplier was not computed for sector. 

Direct and 
Indirect 
Effects 

(2) 

Indirect 
Effects 

(3) 

(Man-years) 

102.701 66.299 

134.510 88.651 

123.502 41.149 

127.954 45.333 

268.470 66.392 

191.185 45.939 

104.258 63.561 

------ -----
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of a P'trticular sector. Column (2) of Appendix Table II shows the.-,~: 

effects. 
Subtracting Column (I) from Column (2) will yield the indirect 

effects. :\I anufacturing has the largest indirect effect, because of the large 
amount of interaction among industries in this sector and the othet 
sectors. The indirect effects of the agricultural processing, mining and 
service sectors arc somewhat similar. 

The employment multipliers are devised hy dividing the direct 
effect into the di1-cct and indirect effect (Column 2 --;- Column l) . The-,t 
multipliers arc presented in Table VII. 



Agriculture Boosts State Economy 

Agriculture is the backbone of Oklahoma's economy. The 
state's agriculture is farms and ranches, to be sure, but it 
is also an ever-growing part of the city which supplies the 
tools to grow, process and distribute food and other farm 
products. 

Agriculturally-related manufacturing, distributing and serv
icing industries are vital to Oklahoma's total economy. 

The fertilizer industry is booming in Oklahoma. Over ten 
million acres of wheat, cotton, peanuts, sorghum and bermuda
grass are fertilized in the state annually which requires over 
400-thousand tons of bulk and bagged fertilizer. More than 
700-thousand tons of additional fertilizer will be needed to 
supply the needs within the next decade. 

Oklahoma farmers and ranchers are big users of petro
leum products. They spend $30- 40 million annually for gas
oline, butane and propane, oils and greases. 

Oklahoma's truck and equipment dealers also depend 
heavily upon agriculture. In 1963, more than $66-million 
dollars was spent by farmers and ranchers for trucks, tractors 
and related equipment. 
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